
If everyone knew the secret I’m about to reveal here... 
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Would Be Would Be Would Be Would Be ForcedForcedForcedForced Out Of B Out Of B Out Of B Out Of Businessusinessusinessusiness!!!!    
This is exactly why ‘they’ are working their buts off to keep this 

almost classified information from getting to you! 
 

If You Could “Scan” The 
Machines Before 

You Played The Slots, 

You Would Win 

A Minimum $1000 

Every Time You Played! 

[[firstname]], I want to show you the secret that no casino wants you to know - 
simply because it would mean they went bankrupt in no time! I want to show 
you... 
 

How To Scan Machines And Know The Winning Ones – Start 
Making 

A Minimum of $1000 Every Time You Play The Slot 
Machines" 

 

You probably think I’m nuts to claim such a thing, but if you give it a thought, 

I’m sure it makes perfect sense to you too: have you never noticed someone 
playing a machine for a while, and soon after they leave, someone comes, puts 
one coin in, and... there it goes! They won! It’s not a coincidence, [[firstname]]. If 
this ever happened to you, then you met a person who can ‘read’ the winning 
machines. 

Truth is the number one BIGGEST reason why 99% of people lose money on 
the slot machines is... they get too "horny" for the natural excitement fix a 
player gets from winning money. They play fanatically, no logic can stop them! 
But here’s what happens next, after – supposedly -  they win once; most people 
who win some money through gambling... become instantly "addicted" to that 
natural high... and so... continue to chase that "feeling" like a starving man on 
the hunt for his next meal.  

But [[firstname]], I will NOT let YOU make this mistake! I have ‘lost’ some 
dear friends to gambling, and I promised myself I won’t see it happening 
again! 
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But who am I to know all this? 
 
My name is Bill Stone. I am a professional slot 
machine player (have been for the last 13-years). 
Actually, I do NOT consider myself a "gambler" in the 
normal sense of the word. I'm more of an 
"underground celebrity" in the casino world - and I'm 
often referred to as the "World's Leading Casino 
Analyst". Why? Simply because I have spent years 
meticulously studying the patterns of slot 
machines, developing and fine-tuning a proven 
system for winning BIG money... almost every day 
you play.  

… Because        
The No.1 Mistake 99% 

Of Slot Player Make 

Is Playing Fanatically – With 
NO LOGIC Whatsoever! 



 
I Can Tell You In ADVANCE - With Almost 100% 

Certainty 
Which Slot Machines Are "Ripe" For Paying Out… 

*BIG WINNINGS*! 
 
Indeed, it took me about 13 years to get this new skill – but I can assure you it 
was worth every single hour of hard work. If you were in my shoes, would you 
disagree - if you were to make an average $30,000 a month? That’s exactly 
how much a ‘professional’ makes it; and you’d be surprised to see that these 
‘professionals’ are in fact, normal people – just like you and me – with a little bit 
of strategy! If they can do it, so can we – and so... 

“It Took Me 13 Years To Get 
To This Point, But Now... 

I Can Predict With 

Almost 100% Certainty   

Which Slot Machines 

Are Ready To Pay Out 

The GOOD Money! 
And This Alone Brought Me A 
Total $1.258 In Winnings!” 

(slots millionaire, 
Bill Stone) 

 
Let Me Tell You How I Managed 

To Win 
A Total $1.258 Millions Playing 

The Slots 
 

First of all, I realized there were some thing I needed to stay away from – and 
some things I HAD to do – if I waned to win anything at all: 
Rule No.1: Always enter a casino, with a "Business Mentality" - so you never 
spend more time than is necessary playing the slot machines (and probably lose 
every last penny). 
Rule No.2: Never play the slots if you feel you’re inpatient; remember the 
“business mentality” – and how you don’t want to rush into anything;  in SLOTS, 
patience really is the key to success. Remember that it took me 13 years to get 
here! 
Based on these 2 rules, I started observing how the machines work – and in 
time, I developed a sure-fire winning system – “Slot Machines Mastery”. This is 
the most powerful slots system out there – because of the two – almost 
unbelievable – things it can do: 
1. It can tell - with almost "Swiss Watch" accuracy... which machines are 
"pregnant" for dumping  
BIG winnings into your pockets and... 
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The 2 Golden Rules 
That Made This Possible: 

 
 

Rule#1: Always enter a 
casino, with a "Business 
Mentality" 
 
Rule #2: Never play the slots 
if you feel you’re inpatient; 
 
 
These 2 rules are the base-
principals of “Slot Machines 
Mastery” – the ‘secret 
weapon’ that can make you 
too as ‘deadly’ to casinos as 
rattlesnakes in a mouse 
cage! 



2. The secret of how to make almost 100% sure 
you KEEP all the cashola you win!  
 
 
When you take possession of "Slot Machines 
Mastery" you're going to be as “deadly” to casinos 
as a rattlesnake in a mouse cage! 

 
In Fact, Here’s What Others Have Confessed... 

After Using “Slot Machine Mastery” 
 
These are just 4 of the tens of e-mails I’ve been getting since my system become 
available. Take into account that ALL of these people are NORMAL people, just 
like you – and like me, too! Imagine the YOU can be one of them. 
 

"I was in las vegas 4-2-05 to 4-10-05 
celebrating by 60th birthday. I won 
1800 dollars clear all together. 
getting your book really paid off. I 
won on triple diamonds, and double 
diamond machines. that was the best 
birthday ever." 
Barbara Slifer, 
***ifer@comcast.net 

"I went to one of the casino in my 
area and played from the twenty five 
cents to dollar and wone over six 
hundred and also played the nickle 
and wone nine seven dollars. I 
followed your gidelines and played 
for over eight hours. Keep the Slot 
Machines Mastery secrets coming..." 
Kenneth Edwards, 
kje1***@msn.com 

"I went to a casino in Kinder 
Louisana. It was called the 
Coushatta. I tried the tips listed and 
walked out the door with $400. more 
than what I left home with. My initial 
investment was maximum $20. What 
the book says is true. I am 
considered to be a very skeptical 
person. I am not one who really likes 
to play slots. I like to play tables. 
But, after trying the techniques listed 
in the book I am convinced that you 
have found the winning system. I go 
to "slot heaven" (Vegas) in March. I 
can't wait to try the system out 
again." 
 
Claudia Opris, 
klaud***a@yahoo.com 

"On a recent visit to The Borgata 
Casino and Spa in Atlantic City, NJ I 
had a bit of luck. I was walking thru 
the High Slot area and noticed a 
bank of 8 slot machines with 4 of 
them having the jackpot lights 
flashing. I was being nosy and 
decided to see who won what. I than 
placed 20 bucks in one of the 
machines attached to the winning 
machines and within one minute I 
won 9 grand. I now check for 
winning slots and get as close as I 
can to play attached machines. This 
approach helped me win this past 
New Years weekend during my stay 
at the Borgata again. Good luck." 
James Brady, Brady@p***rld.com 

 
You could be the very next person to be sending their extraordinary story; 
but never mind this, imagine you LIVING your own story; you  would never 
have to worry about money again – and you could finally make all your 
dreams come true! 

With “Slot Machines Mastery” 
you’ll be able to immediately 
join the "elite" rank of pro 
player status... and let the rest 
of the casino losers pay your 
days "wages"! 
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I Got No Complaints 
To This Day! 



Today’s Special Offer: 

    

GET GET GET GET     
“Slot Machines Mastery” 

Paying ONLY Paying ONLY Paying ONLY Paying ONLY $3.95$3.95$3.95$3.95    
 
 

Today, And The Rest Of  
$43 – Only After 7 Days In 
Which You Get To Test My 
Strategies –  Almost For 

FREE! 

I want to show you  how 
you can get “Slot Machines Mastery” 

paying only $3.95 today – 
 
This means you can have my sure-fire guide - “Winning Lotto Strategies” – 
paying an unbelievably low price: $3.95! That’s probably less than you would 
pay for your lotto tickets in a week! 
... and the rest of $43 only after you get a full week to try my strategies and put 
them to work! 
 
Yes, that’s right! If you order TODAY you can get my mega-powerful, proven-to-
work guide paying just $3.95 – and the ret of $43 – a full week AFTER you get 
to try my methods – and make yourself a nice pile of money! 
 
I’m only doing this because I want to put my money where my mouth is. I am 
perfectly aware that this may very well be the first time you hear of me. Why in 
the world would you trust me enough to be paying the full $46.95 for “Slot 
Machine Mastery”? Even if I were to beat my chest and tell you that I'm the best 
thing since sliced bread... Why should you trust me? 
 
You don't know me from Adam and you don't know whether or not I can help 
you. So, the best way to convince yourself, is for me to give you my product and 
let you try it. That’s why: 
 

• I'm not asking you to trust me. 
• I'm not asking you to take my word for it. 
• I'm not asking you to commit to anything. 

 
All I'm asking for is the opportunity to prove it to you. I will make a winner 
out of you – and I will make sure that you, unlike all those amateurs, will not 
make a single mistake. I’m going to make it impossible for you to screw this 
up! 

 
Grab This Offer Before It’s Gone! 

Order “Slot Machines Mastery” NOW 
To Pay Only $3.95! 

 
I only intend to give 300 copies of my mega-powerful slot-winning guide. I’ve 
already sold 70 138 263 already, so... you should really hurry if you want to 
secure your own copy.  
 
But wait! That’s not all! If you get “Slot Machines Mastery” TODAY – not onlt will 
you secure your copy paying as little as $3,95, but you also qualify for... 
 

 A Total $375 Worth Of Bonuses –  
And YOU Get Them FREE 

Only If You Order “Slot Machines Mastery” 
RIGHT NOW! 

This Is A 
Limited Time Offer! 
Grab It Before 
It’s Gone! 

 
“Slot Machines Mastery” 

For $3.95 ONLY! 
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BONUS #1 

"The $1,000 Crap 
Strategy!" 
(valued at $47) 

 
 
Armed with this info, you'll 
practically forget what it's 

 
BONUS #2 

"Wheel Of Fortune 
Winning Secrets!" 
 (valued at $97) 

 
The casinos are currently 
lagging behind on closing 
some crucial "loophole"...If 
you know how to exploit 

 



like to lose at craps.  
Truly, this strategy will 
allow you to quietly and 
guiltlessly make up to 
$1,000 in less time than it 
takes to make a cup of 
coffee.  
 
Get it for FREE if you 
order “Slot Machines 
Mastery” TODAY! 

it... can make you more 
than $1,000 in just a matter 
of minutes.  
If not, you definitely have 
to get your hands on this 
report.  
(actually, this report is so 
"hot" I heard that one 
gambling guru was selling it 
for $497) 
 
You get it for FREE if 
you order “Slot 
Machines Mastery” 
TODAY! 

BONUS #3 

"Free Updates Of 
Slot Machines 
Mastery  For The 
Rest Of Your Life!" 
(valued at $97 

 
This is pure gold. I spend 
one helluva lot a time 
prowling the casino floors… 
testing new strategies and 
honing my existing winning 
strategies to lethal 
perfection. And, now I'm 
going to keep you on the 
"inside", where you'll 
benefit and profit from my 
experience. Imagine: this 
could be worth tens of 
thousands of dollars to you 
over the next year!  
You get it for FREE if 
you order “Slot 
Machines Mastery” 
TODAY! 

BONUS #4 

"Power Play 
Baccarat Course!" 
(valued at $97) 

 
 
This is fast becoming 
something of a cult classic! 
The reason: It's the best 
damn system ever 
developed for consistently 
winning at baccarat.  
This book is full to bursting 
with the "power play" 
secrets to wiping out your 
opponents at baccarat. And 
although this book would 
normally set you back 
$97...  
I've twisted the arm of the 
creator of this system so 
that… 
 
You get it for FREE if 
you order “Slot 
Machines Mastery” 
TODAY! 

BONUS #5 

"The Magic Roulette 
Formula!" 
(valued at $37) 

 
A few people in the world 
always head straight for the 
roulette table when they 
enter a casino.  
They don't necessarily play 
it because you can win 
thousands of dollars in a 
short period of time 
(although you can)... the 
real reason they play it, is - 
they know a certain 
"something" that forever 
remains a hidden mystery 
to everybody else. Namely, 
how to "engineer" the game 
so they are up to 5-times 
more likely to win than 
all the other players 
combined!  
Today you can discover 
little ‘something’ yourself;  
 
You get it for FREE if 
you order “Slot 
Machines Mastery” 
TODAY! 

 



 
First order button : 

GET "SLOT MACHINES MASTERY" 

RISK FREE FOR ONLY $3.95 TODAY 

 

 

But I really want to make this as secure as I possible can for you, So, here, I’ve 

also got your back covered, with my… 

 

100% Money Back Guarantee! [[cu sigiliu]] 
 

I want you to feel totally confident about getting “Slot 
Machines Mastery”, so I’m willing to take all the risk on me! If 
within 30 days of using my guide, you are not fully and 
completely satisfied... you can send me a note and I'll issue 
a full refund! 

  
No questions asked! 

 

 
Time To take it to the next step now: 

START WINNING 
MILLIONS PLAYING SLOTS! 

 
Complete the form bellow and place your SECURE order!  
You will get INSTANT access to: 
 

•  “Slot Machines Mastery” –  your once-in-a-lifetime chance to win 
thousands of dollars, and the opportunity to make all your dreams 
come true  

• You only pay $3.95 today! 
• 5 FREE mega-bonuses (a total worth of $375) – FREE of charge; 

just as a ‘thank you’ note for trying my system 

• 100% money-back guarantee – so that you really are double-
secured! 

• my personal promise that I’ll make a winner out of you – and I 
will NOT let you make the slightest mistake when you enter the 
casino the next time! 

 
 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Order Button : 

“I CHOOSE TO BE THE WINNER!” 

Give Me "Slot Machines Mastery" - 

RISK FREE - For Only $3.95 Today 

Place You Secure Order NOW And You Also Get 
This Last Moment-Bonus – LIMITIED TIME OFFER! 

 
[[firstmane]]’s Special Bonus 
For Ordering Today, [[date]]: 

 
 
 
 
 

[[poza bonus]] 
 

Bonus description: 
3 Days/2 Nights for you and a friend of 
yours in Vegas … or you can choose to go in 

one of the other 26 cities! 
 

Because this special bonus package is very 
limited, you must understand that... 

you can only claim it if you 
place your order immediately! 

 

 
[[order form]] 

 

NEW! 



 


